
THE FUTURE OF WORK14

A BETTER WAY  
 OF WORKING

TEAM SPACE*

Free and empowered to work at your  
best, wherever you are, and whatever 
device or channel.

Team Spaces work around people not rooms. They are 
intelligent team focal points where team members can 
communicate, save relevant information and plan events 
based on dedicated topics, from any device. 

Work directly in the Team Space, continue using 
Microsoft Outlook, Gmail or other email clients, or combine 
the best of both. It doesn’t matter. The information and 
documents you share and receive will be saved in the 
relevant project Team Space, meaning everything is easy 
to find, and traceable. 

Work is organised, accessible, and secure. Working 
becomes liberating, focused, and productive. And with 
smart, intuitive applications added over time, we'll help 
you perform at your best.

FILE SHARING

Share ideas immediately and securely, with colleagues  
and collaborators.

• Data is synchronised and encrypted automatically

•  Notifications and version tracking help make it easy  
to follow communication, and a safe way to migrate  
or remove data

•  Assign files to a specific Team Space, meaning  
searching for files is a thing of the past

MULTIFUNCTION PRINTING

Multifunction printing capabilities working  
harder for you.

•  High resolution printing, scanning, copying or faxing  
from any device or location

•  Scanned documents and incoming faxes are digitally 
converted to ensure anywhere access, and can be  
added to a relevant Team Space 

SMART FEATURES 

A continually evolving and growing suite of intelligent 
applications that improve workplace productivity.

•  Contextual replies – automatically suggested  
responses to emails based on content, previous answers 
and wider contextual information such as customers 
asking for specific product information 

•  Executive summaries – key words in emails and 
documents are automatically highlighted so you  
only need focus on what matters most 

•  Additional smart features are added as they  
become available

ADDITIONAL APPS

Access to additional applications purchased through 
Konica Minolta MarketPlace.

•  Applications are fully integrated into the Team Space 
environment or accessed separately via your  
web browser

ENHANCED COMMUNICATION 

Integrated ways to enhance your team collaboration  
around specific projects.

• Audio and video meetings

• Chat

• Share your screen

•  All your normal communication tools1 such as mail, 
messages, notes, tasks, calendar and address book 
integrate seamlessly into your Team Space

•  From the Team Space you can access your telephone 
numbers and make calls. This puts all your contacts 
in one place and avoids conflicts between different 
phone configurations.

*   Accessed via a web based interface. Desktop and mobile compatibility: Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Microsoft Edge. 
1  Integration by plug-in for Microsoft Outlook, Gmail and other market standard solutions available.


